Let us agree that our space R is the set of real finite numbers. Although it is clearly possible for the upper right-hand derivative D+f of a function / continuous on R to R to assume only the values +1, nevertheless something of interest can be said about intermediary values assumed by the Dini derivatives.
For example an almost immediate consequence of Theorem 5 below is Theorem 1.
Theorem.
Iff is continuous on R to R, -°o <X < », the set
is nonvacuous, then the set
has the power of the continuum.
Our reasoning is based on a category argument. Let us agree now that/*(^4) is the image under the function/ of the set A.
2. Lemma. // C is a compact nondense set and f is such a continuous function on R to R that fix) > f(y) whenever x and y are such members of C that x<y, then the set f*{C) is compact and nondense.
Proof. Let g be such a strictly decreasing continuous function on R onto R that
Since g is a continuous one-one mapping of R onto itself, it follows that g*{C) is compact and nondense. In view of the fact that 3. Theorem. If f is continuous on R to R, the set
is of the first category.
Proof. Let o> be the set of non-negative integers. For «£co let
nfc (a the desired conclusion is a consequence of the statement. Statement. // w£a>, then the set
is of the first category. Proof. Let / be such a sequence of closed intervals that:
diam Jk = 2~n whenever k £ w; R = U Jk.
After noticing that C" is closed we check, for &£w, that:
is compact and nondense; moreover The proof is complete. Since KC^\B has the power of the continuum whenever K is such a nonvacuous open set that K^B is of the first category, it is now easy to verify Theorem 5.
If f is continuous on R to R, the set
is dense, then either f is strictly increasing or the set
As advertised, Theorem 1 follows easily by so defining g on R that
g(x) = f(x) -X-x whenever x £ R and then applying Theorem 5 to g.
6. Remarks. is void whenever 0 <X < °°. .7 Because of .6 it may be seen that Theorem 1 becomes false if «D+" is replaced by "D+".
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